Cisco Multi-line IP Phones

Cisco 7940(top) and 7960(bottom) Multi-line IP Phones
Cisco 7940 IP Phone

The Cisco 7940 can serve up to two lines. Four softkeys serve multiple purposes based on the operating mode of the phone.
Cisco 7960 IP Phone

The Cisco 7960 IP Phone can serve up to 6 lines. Unused buttons can be programmed as speed dials for one-touch dialing of frequently called numbers. Four softkeys serve multiple purposes based on the operating mode of the phone.
Common Features

Pictured above, both the Cisco 7940 and 7960 multi-line telephones have select buttons for voice mail messages, on-line directories, help, optional services, and telephone settings. At the bottom of the telephone you will find a headset button, a mute button for privacy, and a speaker button. There is also a volume control button to adjust the handset, speaker, or headset volume.

Your UNITY voicemail can be accessed by pressing the messages button. You can search for a telephone user in the CSUSB Directory and review your call history by pressing the directories button. Help on using your telephone is available by pressing the help (?) button. User preferences such as ring types and screen contrast are set by pressing the settings button.